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As the games finally graced London after years of anticipation, excitement, exhaustion 
and speculation, we’ve seen time after time some tremendous achievements of the human 
condition. With such great coverage and ceremony have we see humans pushed to their 
limits, each with a different story to tell, to reach this live stage where the results are anything 
but scripted. This is in a way why I love sport – it is drama in a different theatre.

With this in mind, our 9th Issue focuses not just on medals – we’re discovering the theme of 
Going for Gold on a whole matter of goals – personal, political, familial – and how we deal 
with achieving or not achieving them. Our cover art for this issue, which bold and striking 
blue, red and white colour scheme illuminates the stage for the exciting events ahead, is by 
Emily Parker. 

We will also be gracing the web with our new Youtube channel, where we will be reading 
out stories and hosting your own recordings after our World Storytelling Display. Subscribe 
to our site at www.enigmacw.co.uk for more details as they come.

We hope you enjoy the magazine and we look forward to welcoming yet another birthday 
for Enigma in October! Watch this space for more developments and celebrations!

Susan Gray
Editor of Enigma Creative Writing Magazine

Kind regards,
Susan Gray
Editor of Enigma Magazine
www.enigmacw.co.uk 

         EDITOR’S NOTE

Please send submissions, suggestions and/or questions to mag.enigma@googlemail.com. 
Information is also available on the website at www.enigmacw.co.uk.

    Enigma
MagazineIssue 9 * Summer 2012*
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NOT ENOUGH TO CATCH UP

Humorous how the slightest
Activity

Be it of a hobbyist
Paints your failures

Before you.
I watched him knock three in, without

Wincing when he crackled
With a skipped walk

Against a scruff of the blue
Carpet and coloured ball

Hit its point
As I had role-played
The part of referee;

Not enough to catch up.
I guess without movement almost

Robotic and too
I mean without a heart

That could bleed
Was a good set of tools

To smash in what is it now?
A brown,

Blue,
Two blacks,

With reds of course?
That’s right- 

A twenty seven.
Wait outside and perhaps you could
Pass by the academic with a brown

Tie sharing the colour with four
Adding to 27

So
31

I grumbled towards his
High raised shoulders and denial
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That he played as if
I walked in

Cast
As the victim for the evening...

And stilted spectacles
So he could lie to you
With a pompous tilt

That neither he nor those like him
Will pass you again.

I knew more
Or

Was he right?
Perhaps so

As bohemians don’t wear
Brown

Unless it contradicts harshly
He said

That I’d be far
From I wanted to become.

No one knows me
But it’s not fame,

Its acknowledgement
I really did achieve

As the failure,
Lower than the chewing gum

Beneath my shoe
Was another remark

And mine too
Were not ever polished,

The sign of a man with nothing to be proud of.
I packed up wishing
These damn fingers

Fell off unto the floor that too
With my will

                                               NOT ENOUGH TO CATCH UP
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To ever come back.
I’ll axe it may be

Into several parts so it would
Be unfit

Of repair far from the returnable
State I’d punished it into before.

You going?
I think I’ll eat and stare,

Beyond the screen
For reflection,

Sometimes I think Rothko is right
Beyond the plane of colours or

The plane of nothing
There lain past the path of soft edges

Crinkle the crippled pages
Of promises you promised
To uphold laughing at you

In helms of silence.
Don’t go it’s the first game.

It seemed right to cower.  For crying
Too was only suitable in the car alone

-And as for the game?
There’s not enough

To catch up.

LA/NC/01

 

NOT ENOUGH TO CATCH UP
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A lizard scurries across the concrete wall. Darting from an open louvered 
window it heads for the corrugated roof. Pausing, tilting its greenish-blue 
head, black orbs survey its surrounding area. Seated on an upturned block, 
Wayne stares at the animal wondering about predators. Grabbing a pebble, 
he tosses it and misses, startling the beast. Scampering it disappears around 
a corner. 

A deafening noise bounces across the heavens. Wayne looks skyward 
searching, shading his eyes against a bright sun; the hidden plane’s growl 
noticeable long before he sees its glistening fuselage.
Tugging at his shirt collar, he releases the stiffness wringing his neck. A deep 
blue tie knotted at the front disappears into his woollen jacket. Under the 
heavy garment, sweat courses down his back, under his arms. He removes 
the uncomfortable covering.

The lizard’s light brown head peeks from the corner. An eye observes Wayne, 
rolling like a marble in a game of king. He kicks a stone at it swearing as he 
scuffs his polished black shoes. His misdemeanour taking his gaze from his 
nemesis; looking again, it is gone.

“I don’t want to go.” He says quietly, the singsong chirp of Barble-doves and 
hum of traffic rumbling in the far distance, his only answers. Disgruntled, 
he lifts the school rucksack by his leg, taking out an exercise book. Digging 
in the side pocket he retrieves the pencil he used in school the previous day. 
His English teacher, Ms Stevens, dared her students to use their imagination 
of travelling to see relatives. In their essay they were to explain how happy 
they would feel flying with friends and family. 

Wayne was unable to so. His finger poised above the blank page like a song 
writer waiting for the inspiration to write a song. Incapable of remembering 
anything that made him happy, struggling to find one thing to write about. 
Not the face of his mother as she left him behind to stay with relatives he 
hardly knew or the father who was never around; or the aunt who never 
spared the strap, making him sleep on the cold concrete whenever he wet 

WATCHING THE LIZARD WATCH
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WATCHING THE LIZARD WATCHWATCHING THE LIZARD WATCH

his bed - nothing. 

The lizard scampers by his leg dashing to the far side of the small garden, 
losing itself in a clump of weeds. Wayne jumps, lashing out a leg, shouting. 
“You can’t make me go. I won’t go!”

He grimaces. The kicks from Brian still sore. The bully. He wants to cry and 
using the arm of his jacket sleeve he roughly wipes his eyes.
Shocked by a sudden outburst, a flustered pigeon escapes from the clutches 
of nearby Stringy mango tree. It races heavenward, screeching as it flies out 
of view.

Wayne stares at the spot where he last saw the lizard. Opening his book he 
starts to scribble, a determined smile creasing his face. A tear finally creeps 
down his cheek.

After a while he puts down his accoutrements and sobbing walks to the 
mango tree. Grabbing a low branch he climbs into its confines. Branches 
curl high losing themselves in the thick green leaves. Using his legs on each 
thick limb he pushes upwards while clutching a branch above. 
Perspiring, he parts some leaves, the sky appears before him. There is 
nowhere else to go. In the distance a slow moving shiny ball sparkles 
against the pristine blue.

“I don’t want to go.” He murmurs again.

Unhurriedly the lizard crawls from the leaves and sits watching him.

“Wayne!” His Aunt is shouting. “We’re ready to leave!”

Wayne sighs. “Bye my friend.” 

Slowly he begins his descent. The lizard nods its head.

KJ/WL/01 
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TEA WITH MOTHER

SCENE ONE
INT: KITCHEN

MARION is sitting next to a table. She has a bruised eye and is wearing 
dirty clothes. MOTHER is pouring them both a cup of tea.  There is a plate 

of biscuits on the table.
MARION is aged 38 in this scene and in any which do not specify 

otherwise.

MOTHER
You shouldn’t have done it.

MARION
But James wanted…

MOTHER
He’s a bright lad.  He would have understood.

MARION
But it was his birthday.

MOTHER
Didn’t I say his father would beat you again?

Marion sighs.

MARION
I thought I could outrun him now.

--

SCENE TWO
INT: Hallway

We see three framed photos: a disco, a wedding and a birth.  (Although 
we don’t know it yet, we will later have flashbacks to when these photos 
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TEA WITH MOTHER

were taken). After we have seen the photos individually, we see a wider 
shot informing us that they are hanging next to each other on a black wall.  

During this scene, the credits are displayed.
 We hear a gun shot.

--

SCENE THREE
EXT: FIELD

MARION is running as though her life depends on it.  She is sweating 
heavily.  She stumbles, steadies herself, and keeps running.  She looks over 
her shoulder.  We see SIMON is getting nearer to her.  He is wearing a suit.  
He doesn’t look like he is trying too hard to win the race; he is confident.  

MARION tries to concentrate on the good times.

--

SCENE FOUR
INT: DISCO

Flashback. This scene should consist of only one camera shot.  MARION 
(aged 28) is dancing with SIMON.  They kiss, possibly for the first time. 

Another young couple, THOMAS and SARAH, are dancing in the 
background.  MARION smiles at SARAH.  SARAH and THOMAS dance 

out of shot.  There is a white flash.

--

SCENE FIVE
EXT: FIELD

MARION is still running.

MARION 
Not this time!
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TEA WITH MOTHER

--

SCENE SIX
INT: CHURCH

Flashback. This scene should consist of only one camera shot.   MARION 
(aged 30) and SIMON are getting married. MARION is visibly pregnant.   

To one side, we see MOTHER staring daggers at SIMON.   SARAH is also 
present, as MARION’s Maid-of-honour. The camera slowly zooms in on a 

three-shot, of MARION, SIMON and THOMAS.  There is a white flash. 

--

SCENE SEVEN
EXT: FIELD

MARION is beginning to tire.  SIMON is getting closer.  MARION gasps.

--

SCENE EIGHT
INT: HOSPITAL

Flashback. This scene should consist of only one camera shot.  MARION 
(aged 31) is in a hospital bed.  She has just given birth to JAMES and is 

holding him.  SIMON and THOMAS are notably absent. The midwife is 
SARAH.  There is a white flash.

--

SCENE NINE
EXT: FIELD

MARION is close to tears.  SIMON approaches.  He patronisingly taps her 
on the shoulder, smiles and runs past.  MARION collapses, falling flat on 
her face (thus bruising her eye).  After about a second, SARAH runs past, 

followed closely by THOMAS (in a dog collar).
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TEA WITH MOTHER

--

SCENE TEN
INT: KITCHEN

MARION and MOTHER have finished drinking their tea.  There are fewer 
biscuits. SIMON skips into shot and takes a biscuit.  He is wearing a suit, 

but pinned to it is a ribbon saying “WINNER: PARENTS RACE 2011”.

MOTHER
Take that thing off, you pillock.  It’s been four weeks now.

End.

HA/TM/01
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Mr McLaughlin had once been an actor and he brought the manner and 
the voice and the poise into his job as our English teacher. “Fifth years,” I 
recall him shouting once, breaking into the youth-babble as we struggled 
with a baffling short story from the sixties, “you are mature adults. You 
are readers. You are writers. You are critics. So I do not want to read any,” 
and here he broke from his own precise camp correctness of speech into 
a dramatic impersonation of a West of Scotland teenager, “Ah really liked 
this story cause there wis lots ay fights an that.”

There was some brief laughter, and then someone shouted, “Sir – the story 
is about nothing. Nothing happens. Why would anybody want tae write 
that?”

“Or read it?” another voice piped up.

Mr McLaughlin put his left hand on his hip, tutted and shook his head 
sadly. “You must all address the text, engage with it. Then, since all of you 
are informed, intelligent thinkers and able writers I expect answers that 
are elegant, readable pieces of prose fit for the literary pages of a quality 
newspaper. What are your thoughts on the passage, Mr McGruer?”

I heard my name, jumped in my seat, and looked up uncomprehendingly 
at Mr McLaughlin.

“We are waiting with some anticipation,” he said, “for your informed 
views, for your unique perspective, on this masterwork of the literary 
short form.”

I had been neither attending much to the conversation nor thinking deeply 
about the now-forgotten story. I’d primarily been speculating about how 
far up Cathy Gentle’s thighs her skirt would climb as she crossed and re-
crossed her legs during this double period. She sat just across the aisle 
from me and it really was difficult to think of anything else. I started to 
drift off into a musing again, when I remembered, with an effort, that 30 
pairs of eyes were on me.

               GLORY GONE
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“I didnae like it much, sir. It was boring.” It was, at the time, the best 
that I could do.

Mr McLaughlin sighed, rolled his eyes and turned to the other pupils 
as if to convey McGruer is slow but he means well. He said, “Miss 
Gentles, how did you view the story?”

Cathy softly swept her dark brown hair to one side so that its 
fragrance, a blend of shampoo and perfume and girl, wafted over to 
me. She turned towards Mr McLaughlin and replied, “I found it quite 
obscure, sir. He’s obviously intending some symbolism, as if he’s not 
really talking about what he’s talking about, but I can’t really make 
the connection.” Cathy came from the wealthy side of town and her 
voice was like rich dark honey, her accent like a Reporting Scotland 
presenter.
 
She smiled when she had finished, sat back and recrossed her legs. 
Her skirt had ridden up another breath-sapping inch.

“Splendid, Miss Gentles. Now we appear to be getting somewhere. 
Symbolism; a definition, please, Munro.”

Eddie Munro started like a rabbit. The bell rang; still a whole period 
to go.

We often speculated about why Mr McLaughlin had given up the 
theatre to train as a teacher. The most durable rumour was that he was, 
despite the pose and manner, not only heterosexual but rampantly so. 
In his time he had taught most of our parents and older siblings, too. 
Eddie’s big sister Ellen (a dark-haired, well-upholstered beauty, now 
at university, who awed most of us into silence at her very presence) 
claimed that he had been in a big play in Edinburgh, rebuffed the 
director when he was chatted up at an after-show party and the bitter 
man had ensured that He’d Never Tread the Boards in That Town 
Again.  It was a good story and it fitted.

GLORY GONE
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The memory of that class, of Cathy Gentles and her legs and the laughter 
and the dense, impenetrable short story lingered long afterward. Mr 
McLaughlin had prepared us for our Higher English by believing in us, 
by having high expectations of us. For months that dragged the English 
Higher exam and its siblings had loomed before us, things to dread, 
things on which all our loftier thoughts focused.

And now those Highers were over. We had passed or we had failed, and 
we’d find out one way or the other when the big brown envelope slapped 
onto the floor some time in July. After each exam, we’d lingered outside 
the room, conducting pointless post-mortems, trying to work out our 
worst-case-scenario mark before toiling home through May sunshine 
with the exam papers stuffed in our pockets.

After the Highers, most people didn’t return to school and formally 
left, going off on lengthy holidays if they were wealthy or getting jobs 
if they weren’t. This rather shocked me. Had our settled way of life now 
unravelled completely?

I tried to rekindle that spark of life by continuing to hang around the 
school building, spending time in the Fifth Year Common Room talking 
or playing cards or table-tennis, or just reading and listening to Radio 
Clyde if no one else was about. School had become a routine for me over 
five years, a day job, the thing that I did. Why should I stop doing it? If I 
failed my Highers, I reasoned, I’d be back in August anyway.

Some of our year had already decided to come back and do Sixth Year 
Studies qualifications, and they were already operating on a new timetable 
based on their sixth year courses. Besides them, only a few other rootless 
fifth year drifters like me lingered, unwilling to cut the cord. Occasionally, 
from sheer force of habit – or perhaps from nostalgia – I’d go to my 
English or History class, say, at the time appointed on my now redundant 
timetable and sit, chatting in a desultory manner with the other odds and 
sods who turned up, or just feed on memories if I was alone.

GLORY GONE
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GLORY GONE

Once, two or three of us turned up at Mr Field’s Chemistry class for our 
Wednesday afternoon double period and sat and talked about football. 
Mr Field had a very proper, posh accent but his manner was casual; he 
was one of the few male teachers who never wore a tie. We once arrived 
for a class - this very double period at the end of Wednesday – and he 
had rushed in late pushing the latter end of a gammon salad roll into 
his face. He sat down, started talking about titration, and lit a Bunsen 
burner under a tripod bearing a beaker of water.  He didn’t refer to it at 
any point as he outlined the experiment we were going to do, so when 
the water came to the boil, we watched in anticipation.

He drew a mug from his desk, quickly spooned in sugar and coffee, and 
poured the water into the mug.

‘Late lunch,’ he explained.

As we sad lingerers sat talking, I glanced over to the very table on which 
he’d set up the tripod. Soon afterwards, Mr Field himself battered his 
way in, propelling a trolley full of chemicals in bottles. He looked at us 
as if we were Creatures from the Black Lagoon and said, “Beat it. Go 
away and do something useful.” In fact, we just nipped in next door 
where an SYS Chemistry class were watching Wimbledon on an old 
black and white telly their teacher had dusted off.
“Virginia Wade’s gonnae win this year,” said someone.

“How do ye know?”

“The English have fixed it so’s the Queen’s happy on her Silver 
Jubilee.”

A match ended and we trooped out, shortly before the period bell 
went.

It was a season of melancholy, an internal exile in a country whose 
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regime had changed. Another day, I found myself sitting alone in our 
English classroom, the sole survivor of the thirty who had once assembled 
at this place and time. I looked across at the seat where Cathy Gentles’ 
entrancing bottom had often rested. I actually reached out and ran my 
hand along the glossy laminations of that seat. Soon afterwards, Mr 
McLaughlin appeared and said, sadly, “McGruer - the lovely Miss Gentles 
has gone, she will not return. Why seek her here? Go and ask her out, you 
young fool.” I hurried out with my face aflame.

I clattered down the middle stairs and along past the staff room to the PE 
block. I passed through the games hall studying, in turn, some slender, 
gym-skirted fourth year girls playing badminton, the very spot where 
I’d won the second year table-tennis tournament, and the end of the 
hall where I’d gone to basketball training in first year. In my mind I re-
furnished the place with the grid of tables and chairs it had held when we 
sat our O Grades and Highers. I went out to the football pitch and stood 
roughly on the spot from where, around twenty yards out, I’d once scored 
a goal during a full 11-a-side match at PE. Mr Dingwall the PE teacher had 
disallowed it, claiming I’d handled the ball when controlling it. That still 
hurt.

I went back inside and visited the common rooms – not just the fifth year 
one, but others we’d used over the years and remembered the laughs and 
the jokes and the humiliations and the people I’d shared them with.

It was gone, all past, over.

Cathy Gentles would never again wear that short school skirt or that 
tantalisingly transparent white blouse that had so gripped me during 
English. I’d never play football here again. Never more would I use this 
place for study or leisure or have teachers throw the board duster at me 
when my attention had drifted or sit exams or hang about with groups of 
pals or conduct Quincy-like autopsies on what was being served up for 
school dinners.

GLORY GONE
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GLORY GONE GLORY GONE

All at once it seemed that I had spent enough time haunting these places 
of the past, like the ghost of a dead former pupil. I walked out of the 
school gates, carefully avoiding looking back, and never returned.

On the way home I passed Eddie Munro’s house. He was in the front 
garden mowing the front lawn. He switched the machine off when he 
saw me but I stopped just long enough to say, “Why does stuff have to 
end? Why does everything change? It’s rubbish,” and then carried on 
home.

He shouted after me, “You’re mental.”

DM/GG/01    
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MOONLIT DREAMS

In between Moonlit shadows,
Do souls entwine in love,

Bedazzled starlit skies,
Serenaded by the Call of Owls,

Guardians of the Night!
 

Lovers dream of paradise –
Of ancient times, long past

When fields were still unkempt
With mountain heathers, filled!

 
Now sitting in a corner

Filled with dreams of old
Lone, yet not of wonder
What if, love had won!

 
For Lovers winged

Through Moonlit Skies,
Whilst Owls stood, Guardians by,

With Love so Pure –
So Beautiful!

                                                                                                        
 Love Entwined still beautiful,

Lovers still in heart,
Though sitting in that corner

Hand in hand, ne’r part!
 

With Look of Love, still delicate
As in those lover days,

Are Grandparents, still guarded
In Honour, do we praise!

  
SM/MD/01
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MOONLIT DREAMS MY MOTHER’S LOVE
 

You showed me how to walk, and trust
To hold my head up high –

When all around me, things went wrong
You held me tight, ‘til all was calm!

 
You showed me how to grin, and bear

When in despair I went.
You taught me how to smile again

When death rolled in, and took a soul!
 

Now life’s moved on, and toll it’s took
On how you lived your life,

When all you gave to us, your heart
Your love, so sweet divine!

 
A year’s now past, and throughout it’s taught

Me how to carry on –
With such sweet love, my family for
In honour of your love you taught!

 
I’ll always grow my own –

To show my family how to smile
How to carry on!

 
 

How to love, when things go wrong,
And how to hold a hand.

I’ll always show that God is Love –
In Him we trust, and walk!

 
SM/ML/02 
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I eagerly await your call
To hear your voice once more,
I busy myself with jobs galore

To occupy my time –
With great anticipation do,

I wait to hear your voice
Again!

 
Heart now lives, between each beat,
Anticipation do nerves now stretch –

To have, be held
Within loves arms!
Forced now beat,

Rhythm of our souls,
Anticipation gains strength

With passing hour –
Each ring of sound

Encourages loves’ growth!
Oh make it ring, just one more time

To hear your voice –
Warmth, compassion
Doth grow our soul –

Rhythm beats our hearts
Complete!

Anticipation, what strength of word,
Describes the inner soul –

Ability this has to last,
A want or need

I do not know, but
Heart doth grow away

Our time, of loves’ embrace
If only, in reality

Replace!

SM/A/03

ANTICIPATION
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ANTICIPATION LOVE LETTER

To L. W.

The girl whose boyfriend starts writing her love poems should be on her 
guard, perhaps he really does love her, but one thing is certain: while he 
was writing his poems he was not thinking of her but of his own feelings 

about her. [i]
 

The world goes on and on and on in bleak infinitude
What’s then the harm if I express my woes a little?
 
Yes I swore to bear all ordeals at your luscious hands
Let me catch my breath a while now, let me repose a little
 
Never could we rise up to our worth for all to see
Someone had to push us down whenever we rose a little
 
Seems like no one here has ever heard of loyalty
Could I be blamed if the cynic in me shows a little?
 
The moon awakens your memories; the moonlight thinks I love her
It shines in all its splendour when my anguish grows a little
 
If you are about to organize your memories
Juxtapose what is left over, and dispose a little
 
That long awaited moment came fortuitously and went
Our soul became a fireball, the body froze a little
 
Although somehow I will manage to relate this saga
Factually I’ll hide a little and expose a little
 
Everyone I know is wealthy, I a mere poet
         Study poetry, speak poetry, and compose a little 
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LOVE LETTER

RQ/LL/01
________________________________________
[i]  Auden, W. H. ‘Squares & Oblongs’. (1948). In The Complete Works of W. 
H. Auden. Prose: 2. Edited by Edward 
     Mendelson.  (Faber & Faber, 2002). 346.
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ICARUS

Your wings are frail,
Webs of skin between
Sickly fingers of bone.

The sun’s fierce kiss could 
Earth you like a volt.
There is a fire in you,

A knotted cramp of lust
Like your own religion.

You wear the crash mats thin,
Wear bruises like a tropical disease,

Wear out your mother’s patience
With trials of home-made flight.

Sometimes,
It feels like you will not succeed.

I know the sky is yours:
It hangs all day,

A gasp of burning blue,
And waits for you.

It knows you’ll grow your bones,
Two wings

Like a sudden shock of icicles,
Like a stripe of fire.

It knows
You’ve got a magpie’s heart. 

 
HG/I/01
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The proverbial light at the end of the tunnel was approaching. Again.

Now don’t get me wrong, I do like the idea of boarding a new opportunity, 
to get the heck out of there. Yes, I’m on the platform, waiting - all my travels 
have been about me so far, but now I’ve let 3 trains pass me.

I hedge and hum and ah in the room, which houses fiercely aggressive 
with pink walls and one particularly disturbing cat centre piece on the wall, 
its eyes swaying to and fro to simulate clock strikes to the hour. It’s this 
stalemate that is vital but at the same time harrowing. Maybe stalemate isn’t 
the right word. A war of attrition is a better term. She’s hiding in her bunker 
and I’m the unlucky sod who’s gone over the front to reconcile differences. 
She’s not getting out of her hidey hole.

My gosh, her sofa’s soft. Everything here seems like a carefully thought out 
trap. Coffee, doughnuts - the trick is to soften one with confectionery until 
all the bitterness has seeped out of you completely. The offending treats 
wink up at me innocently like those safety rings when swimming.

Should I call out for her in the other room? No - not yet. I have a feeling 
that if I did, things would speed up and I won’t be responsible for what I 
say. I can’t blame the cat’s timekeeping on that. But why must things end up 
following the same train of thought, this never-ending circuit?

No, I’m going to go for it. Go for gold. My head knows what it wants, right? 
“Sophia? Are you ok?” I call out to the door.

She knows that I take a while to stew. We’ve known each other for that 
long. Pushing the door open gingerly, she steps out, standing out strongly 
amongst the pastel pink. Her honeyed hair and gleaming green eyes are a 
beacon amongst the sickly shade of milk of magnesia.

I look down and see that the doughnuts were rings. Two - one for me and 
one for her to stay afloat. She knows that I speak in symbols.

SG/LS/01

LEARNING TO SWIM
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Enigma aims to make the creative writing world accessible to all as part of the 
arts programme for the charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement 
of Arts and Recreation in Education). Its ethos is for all people of all ages 
and backgrounds to have the opportunity to have their work published and 
shared with others.

Enigma reflects the wide variety of today’s creative writing, from works by 
published authors to poetry from school children. We want to show that 
anyone with a pen and paper can write and improve by seeing their work 
alongside others.

Why “Enigma”?

All work is identified by a code, rather than a name. The code can be 
referenced simply with the alphabet, but our aim is that all work should be 
read without prejudice on its first read, and can be traced now to the back 
of the publication to find out more about the writer.

Submission guidelines

Up to three poems/short stories/short scripts (up to 3,000 words max) per 
person are accepted.

NB: Also please include a short paragraph about what made you interested 
in writing as reference to the code if you get selected. Examples of this can 
be seen at the back of this issue.

Features
What’s your story?

No matter what background, aspirations or goals in the literary world, 
Enigma Magazine would be delighted to hear your story for this quarterly 
feature. The limit is 300 to 500 words.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Submissions should be sent to editor@enigmacw.co.uk or by post to 
Enigma Magazine
41 Floral Street
Covent Garden
London 
WC2E 9DG 
Entitled “What’s your story?”

Enigma is published by CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, 
Recreation and Education)
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES ABOUT CAARE

Enigma Creative Writing magazine is currently being published by the 
London charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, 
Recreation and Education), who have now acted as a guardian for arts 
and sports in Britain for over 10 years. Protecting Britain’s cultural interest, 
they often undergo political campaigns, archive and research information 
regarding the mental and physical
well being of the nation.

The founder, operatic conductor Denis Vaughan, the initial driving force 
and founding father of the National Lottery in Britain, set up to provide 
a funding foundation for Arts and Sports. He has also been mentioned as 
‘the man who brought more money to sport than anyone else in the 20th 
Century.’ CAARE is the only charity to fully monitor Lottery spending on 
good causes, and over
time the priorities over the use of Lottery funds have changed and used for 
other purposes. 

CAARE’s main ethos is to widen access and participation in arts and sports to 
the Lottery’s full potential, and must be protected to serve its paying public 
personally. In the past year, articles about CAARE and Denis Vaughan has 
had quite a wide range of media coverage including, The Times, The Daily 
Mail, The Scotsman and Time Out magazine.

Enigma Creative Writing Magazine is only one of their projects to spread 
awareness of arts and sports for the public, and all proceeds from purchasing 
this magazine in print in the future will go towards this cause. To find out 
more about current and past projects, visit www.caare.co.uk.
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BEHIND THE DOOR

LA/NC/01
Lakvheer Azad - Not Enough to Catch Up

I am not a writer by the force of academic life. I wouldn’t wish to be by those 
means either or accepted as so, I have become a writer as I find from writing 
the solace I could not find in the shadows of trees after midnight, drinking 
or drugs though they are satisfactorily temporary for a moment of slight 
calm . It’s not something I simply do or something which has found its way 
into the routine of my day; it’s what I am. I’ve explored most mediums of 
writing from plays, poetry to screenwriting and speeches. I always stress 
that I see no criteria or want to be plain and conventional, this has carved 
everything in my discussions of art and my art. I find a profound relation 
to any artist who has found himself discarded from the mainstream due 
to what I would concern as a modern laziness or stall in trying to progress 
deconstruction. There is no such thing as ‘impenetrability’ but just a lack of 
penetrability on the reader’s part. I cannot understand the laziness of the 
modern reader. I despise it actually. It’s an insult that mainly in academia; 
scholars, students and readers of all kinds majorly accept that they must 
take out time to discover and study further to understand the words of 
Shakespeare, T.S Elliot and Keats but not the new. The ones at the breach 
of contemporary writing must be presumed to accept the insult that their 
writing has no grounds due to its impenetrability but that is not my verdict. 
Sorry for the anger its who I am. My writing is broken just as I am. I’d 
like art to never be classified, an artist is everything from a singer, writer, 
painter, comedian, dancer- whichever artist is true to himself and that comes 
through in his art, he is a true artist not any other.

KM//WL/01
Kwame MA Mcpherson - Watching the Lizard Watch

The vibrancy and colour of Jamaica and its people is not longed for until 
one migrates. As a child, then as a young person growing up on the island, 
I failed to appreciate the rich story telling beauty that existed within the 
island. It’s only since leaving Jamaica that I have come to tap into those 
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experiences occurring throughout the country on a daily basis, creating fresh 
themes and unique stories. And now as a resident of the island and on my 
many returns home, the flavours for my story writing recipe continues to 
be enhanced. It is also at this place in my journey I can now fully appreciate 
why Ian Fleming decided to live and write his now infamous book series 
in Jamaica.

Watching The Lizard Watch is just one of those stories I observed, 
highlighting the predicament of a young person about to leave everything 
they knew behind. His familiarity with his environment and the spectre of 
what is to come in the shape of the plane emphasises his fear of the unknown. 
Within the piece, I tried to bring a Caribbean setting to a sad story but yet, 
hopefully, without losing the essence and beauty of the region as well as 
the emotional turmoil of a young person in this particular predicament. I 
sincerely hope I was able to achieve and capture that and showcase the best 
of Caribbean short story writing to a new audience.

HA/TM/01
Hugh Allison - Tea with Mother

Hugh Allison is a writer living in North London. Stage plays include 
the site-specific Halloween piece Alice’s Adventures in Bishopsgate 
and Shakespearean Satire The Discovery which opened the 2010 Stoke 
Newington Shakespeare Festival. Short films include I Am Glenn Garrick, 
currently in pre-production. Hugh is also a proofreader and a self-confessed 
DisNerd. For more, see www.hughallison.com

DM/GG/01
David McVey - Glory Gone

David McVey worked for many years at the University of the West of 
Scotland and has taught Creative Writing for the Open University.  He has 
published around 100 short stories, a number of academic papers and non-
fiction that focuses on history and the outdoors.  He enjoys hillwalking, 
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visiting historic sites, reading, watching telly, and supporting his home-
town football team, Kirkintilloch Rob Roy FC.

SM/MD/01, SM/ML/02, SM/A/03
Sharon E Mirrage - Moonlight Dreams, My Mother’s Love, Anticipation

I am a mother of nine children, and I have just completed my three year 
degree. I am a Poet and Writer with nearing 1500 poems (on my fifth book), 
hundreds of children’s stories/books and writing two sci-fi psychological 
movies.

I started to write after realising my ‘makeup’ bedtime stories were somewhat 
popular with the children I was a Professional nanny for in America, then 
when married with our own children, they were hooked too. It was then I 
wrote; only now I get inundated with inspiration.

I was a ‘closet writer and poet’ for twenty-four years, and have only been 
public for a few months! I do have literally hundreds of books/stories I’d 
like to be published for others to enjoy!

RQ/LL/01
Rehan Qayoom - Love Letter

Rehan Qayoom is a poet, author and editor. Educated at Birkbeck College, 
University of London. He has featured in numerous magazines, periodicals 
and performed his work across the world. His books include Seeking 
Betjeman Country (2006), Prose 1997 - 2008(2009), Parveen Shakir Adapted 
into English. About Time (2011) is a collection of his poetry in English.
He is the editor of the prose and poetry of Morney Wilson, published 
asMartyr Doll, Remains and The Recordings (2011) and Chiragh Jaltey Hen: 
The Unpublished Poetry of Obaidullah Aleem(2012). He lives in London 
surrounded by books.
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HG/I/01
Holly Green - Icarus

Holly Green is an 18 year old writer currently living on the Wirral in North-
West England. She has been writing since she was knee-high to the proverbial 
grasshopper, and doesn’t intend to stop. In 2008, at the age of fifteen, she 
was inaugurated Wirral’s First Young Poet Laureate. As part of her role, she 
wrote and performed poetry for private, public and civic events across the 
North West. Since then, she has been published several times and, in late 
2009, she read alongside Britain’s Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy, who has 
since become the patron of the Wirral Young Laureates. When not writing, 
Holly enjoys losing her possessions at gigs, being a shameless book worm 
and drinking tea.

SG/LS/01
Susan Gray - Learning to Swim

Susan Gray is a writer in London. She has written mainly performance 
poetry, which she has performed solo and in groups with the Roundhouse 
Poetry Collective around London and at the Edinburgh Fringe in 2010. 
She has also written a site specific performance in Brockley Park as part 
of the Alice in Wonderland themed Off With Her Head and played as the 
caterpillar! She enjoys reading and writing Science Fiction and has written 
two full length plays on the genre, with one on the way.

Emily Parker - Illustrator
I have recently graduated from university studying BA( Hons) Illustration. 
My work mainly consists of colourful silkscreen prints, which are often 
sold as wrapping paper, stationary and home goods. I hope to explore my 
business further by opening my own shop in the near future. 
www.emilyparkerillustration.com

BEHIND THE DOOR
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